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Martin: Two Poems

Stone Tape Theory
Turtle Mountain belted a tonic
from its spooned-out lungs
as Livingstone scutes surfed
on tranced cushions of sound:
charming friction to embrace
a dazed disinhibition.
This two-minute performance,
recorded in the web of calcite’s
lattice receivers, is audible now
only to little Frankie Slide,
who inclines her head to rubble
and cues up playback.
Her parents had slumbered through
the rockslide’s dirty tremolo
that ejected her from the window.
Scouring static shadows, a pit boss
picked up the pianissimo groan
Frankie was pitching from mud.
Voices loop in a sedimentary
boombox, and life’s backing track
is blared from Slide’s eyes—
overdubbed with shrieks mined
from a Medusa feedback seam
that froze her family in stone.
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Mole
“Alſo a kind of Spot ſuch as happen to Children from
the falſe Imaginations or Frights of their mother.”
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Martin: Two Poems

David Martin works as a literacy instructor in Calgary and as an organizer for the Single Onion
Poetry Series. His first collection, Tar Swan (NeWest Press, 2018), was a finalist for the Raymond
Souster Award and the City of Calgary W. O. Mitchell Book Prize. David’s work has been awarded
the CBC Poetry Prize, shortlisted for the Vallum Award for Poetry and PRISM international’s
poetry contest, and has appeared in numerous journals across Canada. His next collection, Kink
Bands, will be published by NeWest Press in 2023.
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